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The agr icul tura l  industry is  
where  our  b iggest  g lobal  
chal lenges p lay out .  



We need to grow more with less and conserve our resources

CLOSING 
THE FOOD GAP

SUPPORTING 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

REDUCING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

28%60%
Required increase in 
food calories to feed 9 
billion people by 2050

Global population directly 
or indirectly employed by 
agriculture

24%
Global greenhouse 

gas emissions 
from agriculture



Overuse of farm fertilizer drives 
state's first effort to regulate it
-Minnesota Star Tribune

Prices Creep Higher Ahead of Fall 
Applications- DTN

Des Moines Water Works cannot 
win damages in nitrate case
-Des Moines Register 

Controversial Des Moines Water 
Works Lawsuit Calls For Farmers 
to Clean Up Drinking Water
- Civil Eats

In the Heart of the Corn 
Belt, an Uphill Battle 
for Clean Water
- Yale 360



U.S. Farmers Make Conservation Decisions that Impact…

915 Million Acres

47% of land in continental U.S.
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SUPPORTING EVIDENCEIncreasing 
importance of 
sustainability

82%* 42%*

in developed marketsin emerging markets, and .

*Globescan 2017, **Emerald Group Publishing Limited 2010, ***Singer 2015

Companies see up to 20% price 

premium and 20% revenue growth 
from corporate social responsibility**

Consumers are increasingly 
considering sustainability 
issues in their purchase 
decisions. 

“believe they have a 
responsibility to purchase 
products that are good for the 
environment and society”*

2018

86% of US Consumers 
Expect Companies to Act on 
Social, Environmental Issues***

Of 
consumers

Today’s 
consumer

Value
+

Values



Increasing rise of 
private label 
brands and 
commoditization 
of categories

C
Commoditization

THE RISE AND RISE AGAIN 
OF PRIVATE LABEL
“There is a new retail revolution 
underway. . .We’re talking about 
the development of private-label 
products and the new challenges 
that this will present for brands 
and manufacturers across the 
globe. . .” 

- Nielsen 2018*

Price
Quality
Convenience

Commodities

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE

Sources*AT Kearney survey, Fortune, Euromonitor, IBIS World, Nielsen survey, EcoFocus Worldwide Study, **  
*https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/reports/2018/the-rise-and-rise-again-of-private-label.html ***Damon Private Brand Intelligence Report 
2018

90%
of Top 100 CPG Brands 
losing market share**

Loyalty to Mega 
Brands is decreasing 81%

Of consumers buy 
private label products at 
grocery***

***In 2017, private brands outpaced national brands by 8%





Why Land O’Lakes SUSTAIN

With nearly 4,000 members the Land O’Lakes 
network touches:
• 25% of America’s crop farmers
• 30% of American animal protein
• 50% of America’s harvested acres
• 90% of America’s grocery retail outlets

Dairy 
Foods Purina Winfield SUSTAIN



Systemic Solutions Throughout the 
Value Chain

• Meet farmers where they are on 
their stewardship journey

• Creating conservation solutions 
acre-by-acre & animal-by-animal

• Using data-driven insights to create 
customized stewardship 
recommendations by farm and for 
every business



DELIVERING 

Unmatched scale and capability 
to engage farmers in 
advancing conservation 
solutions across millions of 
acres of farmland



COLLECTING

On-farm data to help farmers 
continuously improve their 
stewardship and help 
consumers understand how 
their food was produced



CONNECTING

The food and agriculture value 
chain – bringing together 
company-level sustainability 
commitments and acre-by-acre 
conservation
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Advancing farmer led 
stewardship through 

conservation practices

Across a wide array of 
crops & geographies

Applicable throughout 
the industry
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As a leader in scaling private-sector conservation 
solutions, Land O’Lakes SUSTAIN is taking the next 
step in farmer-led and farmer-driven sustainability 

through Truterra™

Suite of on-farm stewardship offerings
• Insights Engine is the cornerstone technology
• SoilVantage
• Other tools
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TruterraTM Insights Engine

Truterra Insights Score

Yield and Profit Insights 

Stewardship Indicators 

Field Print Calculator 3.0

Walmart Gigaton Challenge
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SUSTAINABILITY SUMMARY
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/0cdb67b2-55df-42b0-a275-3cc2a0aa4f8b/reports/a692c03a-78e1-453d-8d52-3cd4722a855a/ReportSectionbc416741ed31def9ea51?pbi_source=PowerPoint
https://app.powerbi.com/groups/0cdb67b2-55df-42b0-a275-3cc2a0aa4f8b/reports/a692c03a-78e1-453d-8d52-3cd4722a855a/ReportSectionbc416741ed31def9ea51?pbi_source=PowerPoint


NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
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https://app.powerbi.com/groups/0cdb67b2-55df-42b0-a275-3cc2a0aa4f8b/reports/a692c03a-78e1-453d-8d52-3cd4722a855a/ReportSection8482f0323f6e3be22767?pbi_source=PowerPoint


No one farmer, company, conservation 
group, government entity can scale 
sustainability efforts on their own. 

We must work together to connect every 
link in the food supply chain - from farm 

to fork. 





Thank you

Any comments/thoughts are welcome
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